I. Introduction
Several definitions for giving a value to a divergent simple series, as for example the Cesàro's and Holder's means, can be expressed by means of a linear transformation defined by an infinite matrix on numbers. Two types of these transformations are given as follows, one by a triangular matrix, the other by a square matrix. For any given sequence {xn} a new sequence {yn} is defined as follows :
n Vn= 2 a».* **, f°r the matrix T , k-l yn= 2^i an.h Xk, for the matrix 5 ,
provided in the latter case y" has a meaning. If to any matrix of type T we adjoin the elements a",* = 0, k>n (all »), we obtain a matrix of type 5. Since this addition does not affect the transformation, any transformation of the type T may be considered as a special case of a transformation of type 5. If for either transformation limn^n exists, the limit is called the generalized value of the sequence xn by the transformation.
If whenever xn converges, y" converges to the same value, then the transformation is said to be regular. The criterion for regularity of these transformations is stated as follows :
Theorem.* A necessary and sufficient condition that the transformation T be regular is that (a) lim a",k = 0for every k, B-.00 n (b) lim E an,k-l, n (c) E |aB.*|<;4/0r all n , *=i (a) Iim an,k = Ofor each k, B-»oo Theorem, f A necessary and sufficient condition that the transformation S be regular is that Corresponding to these definitions of summability for a single series, we have the following definitions for giving a value to a divergent double series. Let the given series be represented as follows :
Wl,l + «1,2 + «1,3 + «1,4 + «1,6+
• We shall call this transformation and its matrix A : (am¡n,k,i) of the type T ; here k = m; l = n. Again we may write 00 rCO ym,n= 2-1 am,n,k,l Xk,ll .
k-l.l-1 provided ym,n has a meaning. We shall call this transformation and its matrix A : (am.n,k,i) of the type S ; here k and I take on all positive integral values. Any transformation of type T may be considered as a special case of a transformation of type 5 ; for by adding the elements am,n,k,i = 0,m<k,n<l, all wand«, am,n,k,i = 0, l-k = m,n<l, all m and«, am,n,k,i = 0,m<k, l^l^n, all wand«, to any matrix of the type T we obtain a matrix of type 5 such that the resulting transformation is identical with the original one. If for either transformation ym," possesses a limit, the limit is called the generalized value of the sequence xm,n by the transformation. It is a well known fact that if a simple series converges, the corresponding sequence in bounded. This need not hold for a double series. Thus consider the series «l,n = l, «2.n=-l, «m,n = 0, W^3.
This series converges, but the corresponding sequence is not bounded. Thus convergent double series may be divided into two classes according to whether the corresponding sequences are bounded or not. The following definition for regularity of a transformation is constructed with regard to a convergent bounded sequence ; thus even if a transformation is regular it need not give to an unbounded convergent sequence the value to which it converges.
If whenever xm,n is a bounded convergent sequence, ym,n converges to the same value, then the transformation is said to be regular. A regular transformation of real elements (am,B,A,i) is said to be totally regular, provided when applied to a sequence of real elements (xm,n), which has the following properties, it transforms this sequence into a sequence which has for its limit + °°. Concerning these transformations we shall prove necessary and sufficient conditions for regularity, and then for total regularity. We shall give also conditions which these definitions must satisfy in order that limm,B^ooym>B shall exist, whenever limm,B"»a;m,n exists, irrespective of their values; furthermore for the case where the sequence xm,n is merely bounded.
II. Regularity of linear transformations
The criterion for regularity of the transformations of type T is given in the folloAving theorem: [January Hence in order that limm,",a)ymin=0, it is necessary that limmi".oeam,",p,s=0
for each p and q. Thus condition (a) is necessary.
(b) Consider the sequence (xm,n) defined as follows: xm,n = l. Then ym,n= £"=i,;=i am,n.k,i. Since limm,n," ym," = l, condition (b) is necessary.
(c) To show the necessity of condition (c) we assume that condition (a) is satisfied and that (c) is not, and obtain a contradiction.
Since we are assuming that for l = l0 (some fixed integer) the sequence Yl"=i\am.n.k,i\ does not approach zero, for some preassigned constant h>0 there must exist a sub-sequence of this sequence, such that each element of it is greater than h.
Choose Wi and «i such that mi 2-1 l^mi.ni.Jt.Iol >A.
t-1
Choose mi>m\\ n2>nx and such that mi fo m3
2-1 lam2,n2,Mo I = ~, 2-1 lam2,n2,t,lol >A,
and in general choose mp>mp-x ; np>np-i and such that mp-1 fo mp
(1) 2-1 I amj>,»,,,*,loi < » 2_» lamr,np,*,!ol >A .
Define a sequence (a;m,n) as follows:
*m,n = 0, n¿¿l0 ; xm,n = sgn am,,ni,k,i0, m=mi ; xm,n = sgn am2i"2,*,io, mi<m-m2 ; "E" I a«,,.,.».. 1*2**.
From equations (4) we have
We now have two sequences of integers Wíi< «tí < ms ■*£ wí< ' ■ * ,
Wl 4j|Wp-i 2-1 lflmp,n,,*,i| + 2-1 la<»j>,n,,*,l|
Define a sequence (a;m.") as follows: 
From (5) and (6) Since this sub-sequence of the (ym,B) sequence does not converge, the sequence (ym,n) has no limit and thus condition (e) is necessary.
Proof of sufficiency. From condition (¿>) we may write (7) where Therefore E am,n,*,J + ''iB,B= 1 ,
Since xm,»-*x, we can choose p and q so large that for any preassigned small constant e « |**.j-x\<-, wheneverk = p, l^q.
5A
Let L be the greatest of the numbers \xk,i-x\ for all k and /. Now choose M and N such that whenever m = M, n -N, the following inequalities are satisfied :
¡-i 5pL
Hence whenever m = M, n = N we have (from equation (7)),
(from condition (c)),
(from condition (d)) .
-qL 5qL or ym,n-*x, which proves the theorem.
The following examples show that neither condition (c) nor condition (d) follows from (e). We define a transformation of type T as follows: If we consider the transformation (a»,,,j.i = l/2ffl), we shall find conditions (a), (b), (c) and (e) satisfied, but not (d).
Let us further assume that the elements (am,",k,i) of the transformation are real and positive. We now have
It does not follow as in the case of the simple sequence that if linim,,,Ê *-u-i am,n,k,i = l, then E*=u=i am,n,k.i is bounded for all values of m and n. Hence condition (e) of the preceding theorem does not follow from condition (b). Thus we see that the criterion for regularity of a transformation is not simplified by making the above assumption. Any bounded sequence (xm,n) is transformed by a regular transformation of type T into a bounded sequence (ym,n). Before considering the regularity of a transformation of type S, we will prove certain lemmas.
Lemma I. //am,n^0, Em=î!n=i am,n diverges, it is possible to find a bounded sequence em,n such that In the above summation em+p,"+8 is in the smallest term except those which are zero, but these terms drop out of the summation. Now choose p and q so large that 1 *Jm,n = ~~~ »^wi+p.n+fl ■ Then equation (9) Lemma II. If Zw-û-i am,n is not absolutely convergent, it is possible to choose a bounded sequence xm,n such that £,","->0 and 2»-". n-i am,"xm,n diverges to + <».
Proof. Under the hypothesis Em-M-i lam,B| diverges. Now choose em,B as in the preceding lemma with regard to the series Em-r,B-i l«m,B|.
We define xm¡n = em,n sgn am,n; then am,nXm,n = am,nem,n sgn am,B = em,B|am,B|.
By the preceding lemma Em-In-i am,nXm,n diverges, as we wished to prove. We now proceed to consider transformations of type S. Theorem II. In order that whenever a bounded sequence (x«,B) possesses a limit x, E*°-i7i-i am,n,k.iXk.i shall converge and limm,B<oe E*°-û-i »m,.,t,i
• Xk,i-x, it is necessary and sufficient that 
CP »00 E kmp.B",*.t|=2,»;
*-l.t-1 and rp>rp_i, sp>sp-X such that OO ,00 m.'l E |flm,,n"*.l| + E |flm"it"».l|
From these inequalities we have
Define a sequence (xm,B) as follows: (14), (15), (16) and (13) + | E flm.n.t.l **,t I + I E flmp.n,,*,! **,! |+ l^m,«*!-
Given e>0 we can choose p and q so large that I**.i -*lá~-, when*>¿, l>q.
5A
Let Z, be the greatest of the numbers |**,i-x\ for all k and /. Using conditions (a), (d), and (e) we can choose two integers M and N such that whenever m^ M,n^N, Thus we have proved the theorem.
In the preceding work we assumed that the given sequence xm,n was bounded and convergent and then found the necessary and sufficient condition that the transformation must satisfy in order that the new sequence ym," must converge to the same value. Different conditions may be placed upon the given sequence xm,n and then we ask what conditions must the transformation satisfy in order that the new sequence ym,n shall be bounded and convergent.
The results of these investigations are stated without proof in the following theorems.
Theorem V. In order that a regular transformation of type T be totally regular it is necessary and sufficient that there exist intergers ko and l0 such that am,n,k,i>0 when k>k0, 1>U, for all values of m and n.
Theorem VI. A necessary and sufficient condition that a regular transformation of type T of real elements transform a bounded sequence (xm,"), whose superior [inferior] limit is L [I], into a bounded sequence (ym.n) whose superior [inferior] limit L' [I'] satisfies the relation L'^L [I'^l] is that the transformation be totally regular.
Theorem VIL A necessary and sufficient condition that a transformation of type T transform a bounded convergent sequence (xm,n) into a bounded convergent sequence (ym.n) is that the following conditions hold: shall converge whenever the bounded sequence (xm,n) converges and that the limit of (ym.n) shall depend merely upon the limit of (xm¡") and not upon the elements of (xm,"), is that the following conditions hold: Theorem XL A necessary and sufficient condition that the transformation (am,n,k,i) of type T transform a bounded sequence (xm,n) into a bounded convergent sequence (ym,n) is that there exist numbers oa,i such that m,tt (0 lim E |flm,B,*,i -a*,i|=0, m--to» A=l,l=l 00 .00
(ii) E l-*.i| converges. *=i,i=i Theorem XII. A necessary and sufficient condition that the transformation (am¡n,k,i) of type S transform a bounded sequence (xm,n) into a bounded convergent sequence (ym,n) is that 
